
  
First Priority Tri-States  

Rock The Crater 2020 Covid-19 Plan 
 
First Priority Tri-States, a 501c3, has scheduled our annual Charity event called Rock The Crater Ride for August 15th, 
2020 in Middlesboro, Kentucky.  
 
This one-day event is a no spectator, Century and Metric Century bike ride (100 or 64 miles) for amateur bicyclists. All 
routes start and end at East Cumberland Ave Baptist Church and wind throughout the county roads. Rest stops, 
staffed by volunteers are set up along the routes to provide nourishment, beverages and restrooms. These will be 
outdoors and involve pavilions, open tents and portable toilets away from the public.  
The RTC committee has developed the following “NO CONTACT” plans to help prevent Covid-19 spread.  
 
1. Use of online registration and credit card payment.  
2. Require participants and volunteers to complete health questionnaire.  
3. Provide Covid-19 guidelines to all registrants.  
4. Provide masks and gloves to volunteers for use at rest stops and start/finish area.  
5. Temperature check all riders and volunteers upon arrival. (100.3 limit) 
6. Require all Volunteers to use provided PPE during service.  
7. Provide hand sanitizing stations at all locations including food lines and restrooms.  
8. Encourage social distancing at stops with signage, markings and volunteers.  
9. All tables (Food, beverage and registration) will have plastic shields between volunteers and participants.  
10. Provide individual personal wipes at rest stops.  
11. Food will be individually wrapped and served to riders by gloved/masked volunteers with tongs. No physical 
contact.  
12. Beverages and ice will be pre-dispensed by volunteers into cups or bottles to prevent contact by riders.  
13. Restrooms (Porta-Johns) will be spaced and queue lines marked for spacing. Disinfectant spray for door handles 
will be provided.  
14. Any Seating will be spaced to properly to separate groups (8 or less)  
15. Discourage group gatherings at start and finish areas.  
16. Support Drivers will carry extra PPE, hand sanitizer and will wear masks when assisting riders. Riders needing 
vehicle transport are to clean hands and wear masks while in vehicle. Vehicles will have passenger area cleaned 
between riders.  
17. Any riders or volunteers who exhibit symptoms will be isolated, contact medical and asked to leave.  
18. Encourage riders to leave start area as soon as possible and encourage distancing.  
19. Only volunteers and participants will be allowed in event areas. No spectators  
20. Provide Additional protections as required by local, state and federal guidelines.  
 
Our goal is to provide a safe and healthy event to promote fitness, cycling, our community, our state and help boost 
our local economy in the process!  
 
Sincerely  
 
First Priority Tri-States and RTC Committee  
P.O Box 416 
Harrogate, TN 37752 
emery@fpts.org   
 


